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The National Operations
Strategy, or NOS as it is
colloquially known, is
Network Rail’s plan to
centralise the control of
Railway Signalling to 12
Railway Operating Centres
or ROCS. 
Approximately 860 railway
locations are to be closed and
have the controls moved to a
ROC.  There are posters in the
workplaces with detailed
information concerning your
area.  Resignalling of our

railways is nothing new. The
RMT’s view is if the money is
being spent to close down
Signal Boxes and Crossings
then we need to get the best
deal possible for our union’s
members.  The RMT is the
only Trades Union
representing Signalling
Grades.  
There is further information
inside this newsletter on
what the RMT is doing to
represent its members. 
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The union’s NOC representatives
arranged with Network Rail for
joint training events during the
summer to ensure effective RMT
representation.  
Several training events were held to
ensure the Area Council
Representatives fully understand the
Promotion Transfer Redundancy and
Resettlement arrangements (PTR&R),
and the application of these
agreements.  
These training events have been held
jointly with Network Rail Managers

from across all routes so that both
parties know how they need to
approach each phase of NOS and
Signal Box and Crossing closures.
The feedback from these sessions has
been very positive and recently
Anglia Route invited Phil Boorman,
NOC Rep, along to help with further
training on NOS for its Area Council
Reps and Managers.  The NOC Reps
see this as a positive way to ensure
our members are treated fairly and
consistently. 
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JOINT TRAINING EVENTS

RMT’s National Operations Council Representatives explain
that with the large changes to our grades – through the impact
of NOS –  we must have the most effective RMT
representation.

Part of the package of arrangements negotiated by
the RMT is Early Voluntary Redundancy (EVR) or
Voluntary Severance (VS). 
These two phrases mean exactly the same thing
however the terminology often swaps around.
EVR/VS is initially offered to those directly affected
by a resignalling scheme or other organisational
change.  It can be offered to a wider area to ensure
the best opportunities to ensure those that want to
stay in the business can do so, and that those who
wish to leave can be considered.
The EVR/VS arrangement is equal to redundancy
entitlements and at around 15 months prior to a re-
signalling scheme being due to commission you can
expect to be asked to attend a one-to-one meeting.
If you are a RMT member then you will have a RMT
Representative attend with you, should you request
one.  

The RMT Representative should normally be an Area
Council Representative as they have had the relevant
training. You will be given information regarding
EVR/VS and what you could expect to receive as a
severance payment; you should also be able to
request a pension estimate, if applicable.  
During the one-to-one meeting you can ask any
questions you may have and you should also be
given an information sheet of Frequently Asked
Questions.  You are then able to make an informed
choice about your future with Network Rail.  
No decision needs to be taken at the meeting itself
as you will need time to talk to family and think
over your future.  An important part of this scheme
is the retraining or up skilling that is being
developed for those who want a change in career or
intend to leaving the industry.  Details will be given
to those affected during the process shown above. n

EARLY VOLUNTARY REDUNDANCY

East Midlands Control Centre EMCC

Meet new
NOC member
Dave Gott

“I'm delighted to join the team on
the National Operations Council.
I have been a signaller for 33
years and hav been involved in
the union virtually all of this time.
Some of you will know me well as
an ex-member of the General
Grades Council (where I served
two terms) and as a pension fund
trustee.
My main aim is to ensure future
signalling jobs are staffed by
signallers NOT managers. 
I am also totally committed to the
defence of union policy and NO
compulsory redundancies.”



Trades Union Representation for
Network Rail employees is
undertaken through an
agreement known as ‘General
Collective Bargaining’. 
This sets out how business is
dealt with at each level of
representation of Network Rail
Employees.  There is a framework
for Maintenance employees and a
separate one for those under
Operations Grades: 
•   Local Level is your Local
Employee Representative; often
known as LDC or LLC Rep.  This
is about your workplace
representation. There are usually
between 1-3 local reps in a
workplace.  The constituencies
are agreed at Area Council.
•   Area Level or Route Level is
your Area Council Representative.
They deal with matters in your
Route of Network Rail, which
affects the employees in that
Route. The Constituencies are

decided at National Level and
there are typically two Area
Council Reps per Route Area.
•   National Operations Council
Representatives deal with all
matters that affect Network Rail
Employees Nationally; for
example your Pay and Conditions
of Employment.  There are two
National Operations Council
Representatives that cover both
England and Wales and there is
one Rep for Scotland.
The National Operations Council
Representatives are Phil
Boorman and Dave Gott for
England and Wales and Dougie
Hill for Scotland.  
There is also Representation for
those in Bands 5-8 role clarity
and also for those in Projects
Infrastructure and Support
Functions.  Covering Bands 5-8
roles on a temporary basis is
Alan Aitkenhead and Mark
Bellenie. n

Your Trades Union Representation
in Network Rail Operations

Members can call the helpline

0800 376 3706

Mon-Fri 0800-1800

Sat 09:30-16:00

email info@rmt.org.uk

PROBLEMS AT WORK?

There are several Joint
Working Groups or JWG
currently in operation:

• Electrical Control
• Managed Stations
• National Operations 

Strategy (including 
Traffic Management)

• National Rostering 
Principles

• Mobile Operations 
Managers

• Railway Operating 
Centres Facilities

The JWGs are set up following
discussions at the National
Operations Council and they
produce an output that is sent
to the NOC for decision and
acceptance by the company
and Trades Unions.  The Trades
Unions may well consult their
members through the Union’s
branches and circulars seeking
members’ views.  The JWGs
have RMT Reps on them from
the various functions i.e.
managed stations RMT Reps on
the Managed Station JWG.  It is
accepted that the JWG keep
their work confidential until
such time as a working
arrangement is submitted to
the NOC.

JOINT WORKING 
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Wales Route Control Centre Controllers



JOIN BRITAIN’S BIGGEST 
SPECIALIST TRANSPORT UNION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Visit www.rmt.org.uk to join online
or call the FREEPHONE helpline 0800 376 3706

Get the strength of RMT around YOU

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TM
Network Rail is developing a new system which is
planned to deliver improvements to train performance
by developing better incident recovery. This system is
known as ‘Traffic Management’ or TM.  The system is
still in the development stage and there are three
contractors who have been shortlisted to supply
systems.  The manufacturers are Signalling Solutions
Limited SSL, Thales UK Transportation systems and
Hitachi Rail UK.  

EVALUATION
To allow these systems to be evaluated each
manufacturer/supplier has built a model office with
train control simulation of the Leeds area.  Volunteers
from many Grades and Routes have been chosen,
including Signallers/Controllers/Shift Managers. They
have been on secondment for several months at each
of these model offices to try out the systems and
develop a ConOps (a Concept of Operations).

ConOps
A ConOps has been drafted and is still being
developed, where for the sake of evaluation of these

systems, new job titles were invented.  There has been
no formal agreement with the RMT union of any
future roles and what jobs might be changed to.  There
had recently been an article in Modern Railways
magazine stating that Signallers will be swept aside
and Despatchers will be operating signalling equipment
in the future.  This concept has not in any way been
agreed by the RMT. 

DEFENDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
There has been agreement between the RMT Union and
Network Rail that any staff going into ROCs will be
selected or transferred from existing Signalling Grades
employees and an assurance has been given that these
roles will not be manager roles or on managers’ Terms
and Conditions but existing Conditions of Employment
will remain.
The RMT Union are involved with Traffic Management
and its development through your National Operations
Council Representatives attendance at the Joint
Working Group on the National Operations Strategy.
There will be more information from the union on TM
as it develops. 
n


